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About This Game

Erusal is a reading-heavy horror adventure game. It is best experienced in a dark room, alone, while wearing headphones.
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Lame game, but i have the world record for beating this game in 51 seconds.. I don't know who Jack Pritz is, but apparently he
has a paralysing fear of women, including perfectly "normal"/good-looking ones dressed in regular-people's clothing. Basically
imagine a character model lifted from The Sims, who walks around emitting a sound comparable to a dozen banshees caught in
a windstorm, even with her lips closed. Terrified yet? Add some graphics which would have been cutting edge somewhere
around the time that Half-Life 1 was released, and sound effects even WORSE than Half-Life 1 (grass and floorboards
sounding exactly the same when you run over them) - and, of course, absolutely NONE of the inventive storytelling and clever
mapping which make Half-Life 1 such a brilliant and timeless game - and you have the masterpiece which is Erusal. Oh, and did
I mention that there are no discernible "stealth" mechanics, in a scenario in which you are weaponless and have to actively
EVADE the aforementioned succubus in black jeans and stripey pink shirt? Gameplay heaven. To top it all off, you can
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apparently complete this game in a stupendously short time period, but the ten minutes which I gave it was more than enough of
my life wasted. I hope that Mr Jack Pritz uses the ill-gotten proceeds from this game to nab himself some quality psychiatric
care, or failing that, perhaps he could have just murdered whichever girl slighted him and saved the rest of us the trauma of
having to play this alleged "game". Get well soon, Mr Pritz. Get well soon. Verdict: 0.5/10. (PS I had honestly no idea what an
"epistolary" horror game was, so I looked the word up. Curiously enough, it DOESN'T mean "utterly worthless and shithouse
beyond all comprehension".). I beat this game in under a minute! Best game ever.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MW1GvgvnCmc. My Professional Reviewsu2122 Length 2-5 mins. Scuriest Gaem Evar
GOTY Every Year.. I finished this game in less than one minute.. 10/10 Make sure to pay child support.. i strongly recommened
you buy it :) 1. the ghost not even scary 2. u can finish the whole game i guess by 2 or 5 minutes like that 3. i like the way they
copy the concept of who's your daddy but worst then that 4. this game probely u should play it after 5 min finish the game just
go refund and u play a full version of the story for free :) buy one now :) https://youtu.be/oiyGzIuTET0
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